Soumya Himanish Mohapatra
Profile
Third year undergraduate, pursuing
B.E. in Computer Engineering at Netaji
Subhas Institute of Technology, New Delhi.



B.E. in Computer Engineering at NSIT, Delhi, 2016-2020



Making constant progress day by day as a
web developer by working on self-projects
and open source projects (link to GitHub
profile given below).

Class XII, CBSE, PCM with Computer Science,
DPS Vasant Kunj, Delhi, 2016



Class X, CBSE, DPS Kalinga, Odisha, 2014

Keen to experiment with new APIs and
technology.
Collaborating in team projects and open
source projects thereby constantly
improving code reviewing and debugging
skills.
GitHub profile: himanish-star
Website: https://himanish-star.github.io
Skills
Languages: JavaScript, HTML & CSS, C, C++,
MySQL.
Tools: NodeJs, npm, postman, jQuery,
heroku, git & GitHub, mLab, github-V3 API,
chrome-extensions, AWS (lambda), AWS
(dynamoDB), Alexa developer console,
bootstrap, materialize, vim, SVG and
Jasmine (testing).
Npm-modules: express.js, body-parser,
scraperjs, phantomjs, webshot, passportjs,
oauth, commander.js, mongodb, mongoose,
sequelize, node-gmail-api, alexa-sdk and
aws-sdk.
OS: Ubuntu (16.04) [Linux] and Windows.
Other: Algorithms and Data structures,
DBMS, Operating Systems and principles of
software engineering
Achievements





IIT-JEE MAIN 2016
- AIR 1314
IIT-JEE ADVANCED 2016
- AIR 7309
KVPY Scholar 2015
- AIR 745
3rd position in Hackeam’18
(Development Hackathon)
a hackathon organised by NSIT

Education

Projects
Stuffer: This is an Alexa skill that remembers the storage
location of an item for the user. If the user cannot recall the
location of the item at a later point of time, then he can use
this skill to retrieve the location of the item.
Compre: This is a chrome extension that helps a user compare
two products on Amazon. It compares products on the basis of
fields like price, product details and customer reviews.
Gitiss: This is a CLI tool built on NodeJs which helps a user to
file issues on GitHub straight from the terminal of his/her
computer.
My portfolio website: This website has been handcrafted by
me. It was through this project that I gained experience on the
usage of SVG.
Oorja: This project won my team 3rd position in HACKEAM’18
[1st from NSIT]. This project helps the underprivileged people
interested in sports to create a profile of their own using our
website. We have scraped the data of various sport websites
to provide the user with collective information at a single
place.
Bumba: Bumba is basically a website which helps you to add
bookmarks and manage them, view your emails and also
provides you with a sketchpad (built using HTML <canvas>).
Open Source: notes, send, respec, network-pulse,
Achievements
fxa-content-server,
pdf.js, telemetry-dashboard,
metric-graphics
Extra-Curricular Activities
 Cricket and tennis.
 Dance, singing and music.
 Skating.
 Swimming.
Get in Touch
Phone-No.: (+ 91) 8750082950
Email-Id: shmiitian@gmail.com
Facebook: facebook.com/himanishStar
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/himanishStar

